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MEAN EXIT TIME OF A DIFFUSION PROCESS

FROM A SMALL SPHERE

MARK A. PINSKY1

Abstract. The first two nonzero terms in the asymptotic expansion of the mean exit

time from a small sphere are expressed in terms of the radius, the scalar curvature of

the Riemannian metric and the vector field which defines the drift in the infinitesi-

mal generator.

Consider a nondegenerate diffusion process in R". Let Te be the exit time from a

ball of radius e, where we use the Riemannian distance determined by the second

order coefficients. In this note we compute the first two nonzero terms in the

asymptotic expansion of Em(Te), e J,0. We have the following result:

Theorem. When e i 0

EM = Tn + nn2(n + 2)^ ' ^'^ T ! |Ä|i) + °^%

where rm is the scalar curvature of the Riemannian metric (g,- ■) and (b¡) is the vector

field which appears when the infinitesimal generator is written as L = A + b ■ V, or in

coordinate form

with giJ = (g-^ijondg = det(g,7).

Proof of the Theorem. We use the perturbation method initiated in [1]. In a

system of normal coordinates (xx,... ,xn) atmeR" we have

A = A_2 +A0+ •••,       b- V =B_X + B0+ ■■■,

where

a2
a   = Y —a-2       2-a2'
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and (RiaJb) is the curvature tensor at w e R", pia = EjRjija is the Ricci tensor and

b, = b¡(m), b¡¡ = db¡(m)/dXj. The mean exit time is the solution of Lf = -1 which

vanishes on the e-sphere. We obtain an approximate solution in the form fe(x) =

e2/o(x/e) + e3fx(x/e) + e4f2(x/e), where

A_2/0 +1 = 0,

A-2/1 + B.xf0 = 0,

A_2/2+ /?_,/, +(A0 + /?0)/0 = 0

and the functions /0, fx, f2 are required to be zero on the unit sphere. Solving

explicitly, we have

1-I*|2
/o 2n fi =

1

2n(n + 2)
(i-W2)lMf.

„  f^vf     £M,)2     (i-N2).,|2    i/v,       \B-^ + B°fo = -nTn-TT)-2-nTn-TT)lbl   ~ « (ÇV^J-

1
Ao/o = -TZlZpijXiXj.

Applying Lemma 6.3 of [1], we have

/2(0) =
H

\2n2in + 2)      n(n + 2) Ain + 2)n

Mí
2n(n + 2)

1

2«      A(n + 2)

(divfe)m

4n2(w + 2)

i2„>(» + a>^-3(divi,)"-ï""il'

The proof is complete.
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